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Abstra t

The Veri ed Programming Language Implementation proje t has
developed a formally veri ed implementation of the S heme programming language, alled vlisp. This report summarizes the results of the
proje t. It also provides an overview of a group of reports presenting
the details of the vlisp implementation and the logi al proofs of its
orre tness.
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1 Introdu tion
This is a guide to the Veri ed Programming Language Implementation
Proje t, whi h we usually refer to as vlisp (pronoun ed vee-lisp). This
guide summarizes its goals, a omplishments and on lusions, and it provides an overview of a set of detailed papers [10, 7, 11, 8, 31, 30, 24, 21, 22℄.
Those papers ontain the main ontent of the veri ation. Their titles are
listed in Table 1.
Citation Title

[10℄
[7℄
[11℄
[8℄
[31℄
[30℄
[24℄
[21℄
[22℄

The vlisp Byte Code Compiler
The Faithfulness of the vlisp Operational Semanti s
The vlisp Flattener
The vlisp Linker
The vlisp Image Builder
The vlisp Virtual Ma hine
The vlisp PreS heme Front End
A Veri ed Compiler for Pure PreS heme
A Veri ed Runtime Stru ture for Pure PreS heme
Table 1: Detailed vlisp Reports

1.1 Goals of the VLISP Proje t

The primary goal of the vlisp proje t has been to produ e a formally veri ed
implementation of a programming language.
An implementation for a programming language onsists of the ensemble
of software required to make a program written in that language exe ute
on a digital omputer. A programming implementation may be a ompiler,
whi h translates programs in the given language to programs in a lower level
language; or it may be an interpreter, whi h is a program that exe utes the
higher level language dire tly; or it may be a ombination of the two. The
vlisp implementation is of this mixed type. It onsists of:
 A simple ompiler that translates programs in the sour e language to
target programs in an intermediate level language;
1

An interpreter (written in a di erent language) to exe ute the resulting
target programs;
 A se ond ompiler to translate the implementation language of the
interpreter into assembly language ode for ommer ial workstations
(either a Sun 3 with an m 68020 pu or a Sun 4 with a spar pro essor).
This proje t has formally veri ed most aspe ts of the language implementation. The formal veri ation onsists in giving rigorous mathemati al
proofs of the orre tness of the algorithms used. In general terms, an implementation is orre t if, for any appli ation program of the sour e language,
and any input values, the behavior provided by the implementation mat hes
the behavior predi ted from the stru ture of the program by the de nition
of the language. Implementation orre tness in this sense is sus eptible to
mathemati al proof be ause programming languages an be given mathemati ally pre ise de nitions; indeed, this is in reasingly ommon pra ti e.
We do not assert that vlisp is a omplete veri ation be ause there are
some aspe ts of the implementation that are not formally justi ed, although
they have ertainly been arefully s rutinized. They are summarized in
Se tion 4.4. Although we think it is important to make the limits of our
work lear, we think that it ompares very favorably with other resear h in
terms of rigor, larity, and ambitiousness.
We have sele ted the S heme programming language [12, 26℄ be ause it
is a programming language in a tive use, with a on ise and relatively well
worked out formal semanti s, and be ause there are a variety of good publi
domain implementations that ould be used as blueprints.


Supplementary Goals We would also distinguish four supplementary

goals:





To examine di erent approa hes to programming language semanti s,
and their appropriateness for veri ation on a substantial s ale;
To develop te hniques for stru turing a large veri ation;
To examine issues involved in verifying memory allo ation, garbage
olle tion, and resour e exhaustion [30℄;
To examine the use of meaning-respe ting transformations as a ompilation te hnique [24℄. In parti ular, these transformational te hniques,
2

Component

S heme Standard Library (Unveri ed)
S heme to Byte Code Compiler
Virtual Ma hine Interpreter
vlisp PreS heme Front End
Pure PreS heme Compiler
Total

Lines of Sour e

1600
1600
2200
4200
2300
11900

Table 2: Approximate Sizes of Main Parts of the vlisp Implementation
followed by a simple syntax-dire ted ompiler su h as the Northeastern Pure PreS heme ompiler [21, 22℄, seem to produ e reasonably
good assembly langauge ode. Moreover, this ombination seems mu h
more straightforwardly veri able than Kelsey's transformational ompiler [14℄, whi h gives the same language a su ession of di erent semanti al interpretations.
1.2 A omplishments

We believe that vlisp has produ ed:
 The rst omprehensive formal veri ation of any implementation for
any programming language in a tual use;
 The broadest implementation veri ation extant, in two senses:
{ It overs almost all the steps from a quite high-level programming
language to the level of assembly language;
{ It starts from a highly abstra t mathemati al semanti s and gradually re nes it to a very on rete operational semanti s.
 A formal veri ation for an implementation of a se ond language,
namely vlisp PreS heme, a variant of S heme suited for a variety
of high assuran e systems programming tasks.
Table 2 gives an estimate of the gross size of the di erent portions of the
system. Moreover, vlisp is ertainly the only veri ed programming language
implementation there is that an be used to bootstrap itself. The possibility
3

of a bootstrap underlines the power of the S heme sour e language, as well
as the omprehensive hara ter of the vlisp implementation.
Low Error Software The vlisp implementation e ort en ountered few

errors even in relatively early prototype stages. Moreover, the errors that
we did en ounter were normally quite easy to nd and orre t. After all, our
detailed spe i ations des ribed what the algorithms should a omplish.
Indeed, our most serious problem, whi h was very hard to isolate, generally on rms the value of our approa h. The problem on erned garbage
olle tion. We had tried to make our implementation more eÆ ient by a
short ut not re e ted in the spe i ation. We omitted the memory operations to ensure that ea h newly allo ated memory lo ation ontained a
distin tive value empty, imagining that the memory would be initialized to
a useful value before anything ould go wrong. In fa t, the garbage olle tor
ould be alled before the initialization. Hen e the garbage olle tor would
follow bit-patterns in the newly allo ated memory that happened to look like
virtual ma hine pointers. The example on rms the power of programming
to rigorous spe i ations.
An Alternative: Verifying Criti al Optimizations An alternative

approa h to the one we have pursued is not to verify a full implementation,
but simply to verify the parts that are most suspe t in it. For instan e, the
implementation for a programming language may do interesting transformations and optimizations before generating a C program; the ompiler ba k
end is then simply a C ompiler. In the ase of an implementation of this
type, the main bene t of formal methods may be a hieved if the original preC transformations are veri ed. The ba k end may be onsidered suÆ iently
reliable on empiri al grounds. Some approa hes to parallel programming
would be good andidates for this sort of treatment, as they involve sophisti ated transformations to introdu e parallel tasks or to optimize a ess to
obje ts. We expe t that the te hniques that we have developed under vlisp
will be highly appli able in this ontext also.

4

2 Dis ussion
One ru ial ondition for our su ess was our hoi e of S heme as our target
language. There were three main points that made S heme a natural hoi e:
 The lean and generally a epted formal semanti de nition of S heme;
 The simpli ity and uniformity of S heme's syntax;
 Good publi domain implementations, whi h allowed us to fo us our
attention on veri ation issues, rather than on lever implementation
strategies; moreover, there was prior work on formal veri ation of a
ru ial portion of a S heme implementation [5℄.
Ea h of these onditions suggests some lessons for further work in implementation veri ation.
First, we onsider it well worth the trouble to equip programming languages with formal semanti s. A usable formal semanti s must be rigorous,
but still humanly understandable and mathemati ally tra table to reason
and al ulate with. To provide su h a semanti s for a language requires a
substantial amount of labor by highly skilled experts. Nevertheless, there
are several important bene ts of insisting on a good programming language
formal semanti s.
 It onstrains language design, en ouraging integrated languages organized around well-understood onstru ts;
 It provides a deep model of program behavior, that an be used either
by an appli ations programmer, by the designer of a areful software
engineering method, or by the designer of a formal veri ation method
for the language;
 It provides a rigorous guide to the language implementer, useful not
only for formal veri ation of the implementation, but also for informal on den e in orre tness for implementations that will not be
rigorously veri ed.
Se ond, although we are aware that the uniform, Lisp-style syntax of
S heme does not appeal to some programmers, we nevertheless re ommend
that the veri ation pro ess start from a simple syntax. If the language has
a omplex on rete syntax, this means that the implementation veri ation
should fo us its attention on an abstra t syntax as its starting point. This
5

abstra t syntax would normally be the tree-like output of a parser. We
make this re ommendation be ause the heart of implementation orre tness
is semanti : Does the output ode do what the sour e program demands?
The problem of orre t parsing by a front end is separable, and an illary to
this main problem. Moreover, there is a very well-understood theory and
pra ti e of parsing. If there are substantial questions about the orre tness
of a parti ular parser, they an be answered using these familiar te hniques.
Third, as we will argue in more detail below (see Se tion 2.2), veri ation is most e e tive when ombined with dire t pra ti al experien e of the
algorithms and their representation in ode. It is even desirable if a full prior
implementation an be examined as a \blueprint" before the veri ation is
begun. Naturally, the eventual veri ed implementation will be di erent in
many ways. But the insight into the overall stru ture (and detail) of a full,
working prototype is invaluable.
2.1 Algorithm-Level Veri ation

There are several di erent levels at whi h formal methods an be applied to
software. Ranged by their rough intuitive distan e from the nal exe utable
image, among them are:
 Formalization of system orre tness requirements;
 Veri ation of a high-level design spe i ation against formalized orre tness requirements;
 Veri ation of algorithms and data types;
 Veri ation of on rete program text;
 Veri ation of the ( ompiled) obje t ode itself, as illustrated by Boyer
and Yu's work [3℄.
Broadly speaking, the higher up a parti ular veri ation is in this list, the
more there is that an go wrong between the veri ation pro ess and the
a tual behavior of the program on a parti ular omputer. On the other
hand, the mass of detail in reases, making the analysis progressively harder.
Indeed, there is also a tradeo in the informativeness and even reliability of
the veri ation: as the amount of detail rises, and the proportion of it that
is intuitively understandable goes down, we are less likely to verify exa tly
the properties we are about, and more likely to introdu e mathemati al
aws into our proofs.
6

We have fo used on the algorithm level. We will argue that it provides
a detailed view of the main potential sour es of errors. Moreover, we have
found that the dire t veri ation of the on rete program text itself would be
mu h less tra table. Thus it seems to us the preferred level to work, given
that our goal is to get rigorous insight into the orre tness of a software
system of very substantial size.
2.1.1 Representing Algorithms

Two main questions, if algorithm-level veri ation is to be used, are how
to represent algorithms, and how to ensure informally that the on rete
program text is faithful to the algorithm as presented. In di erent portions
of the vlisp implementation, we have used three di erent main approa hes
to these problems.
The one we have preferred, when it is usable, is to represent the algorithm by the program text itself. In parti ular, we use an appli ative S heme
program1 dire tly as a representation of an algorithm. It is very easy to reason rigorously about these programs, whi h use onditionals and re ursion
primarily. Data manipulation primitives su h as ons are interpreted as
operating on mathemati al obje ts su h as pairs or sequen es (partial fun tions de ned for an initial segment of the natural numbers). This approa h
has been used in the Extended Byte Code Compiler, in luding the Byte
Code Compiler proper and the Tabulator [10℄, the Flattener [11℄, and the
Linker [8℄.2
Nevertheless, we do not onsider this to be program-level veri ation.
The reason is straightforward. Although the algorithm representation is
identi al with the program representation, the interpretation of the two is
di erent. In parti ular, the semanti s of the S heme program uses a store,
and it uses the ontinuation-passing style [29℄. The former is needed to
model the hanges in values for variables and data stru tures as exe ution
of a S heme program pro eeds. The latter is used to represent the transfer
of ontrol when an exe ution error o urs, or when the all/ pro edure
is used to turn the ontinuation into an es ape pro edure obje t. However,
1

By an \appli ative" program, we mean one that makes no use of state- hanging operations su h as assigning new values to variables or mutating the values in data stru tures.
We would ontrast an appli ative program with an \imperative" one.
2
It was not used in exa tly this form in the Image Builder [31℄, whi h needs to use
mutable ve tors for reasonable performan e. In the Image Builder, the ode is used dire tly
as the representation of the algorithm, but one must be a little more areful reasoning
about the algorithm, as one must also keep tra k of the urrent (imperative) state.
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neither of these hara teristi s is needed to reason e e tively about the
algorithms in question, for the purposes we have in hand. For one thing,
we know that these parti ular algorithms are appli ative, so that a store
semanti s is not needed for them. We also know that these programs do
not use all/ ex ept as a top-level es ape to signal an error to the user.
Finally, we need not worry about these error es apes, as our main theorems
are \partial orre tness" assertions. They have the form:
If e0 is the result of running C on the input expression e, then e0
and e agree in their meaning.
Naturally, if C raises an error when run on e, there is no result e0 , so that
the ante edent of the onditional is always false, and the assertion itself
is va uously true. Thus, given what we know about the algorithms and
what we want to prove about them, we are justi ed in using a mu h simpler
semanti s than their status as arbitrary S heme programs would justify.
In the spe i ation for the vlisp virtual ma hine [30℄, whi h is intrinsi ally imperative, we use a di erent method. We identify a set of stateobserving primitives and a set of state-modifying primitives. Ea h of the
state-observing primitives extra ts a omponent value out of the ( omplex)
state of the virtual ma hine, while ea h of the state-modifying primitives
makes an atomi alteration to the state. The formal spe i ation makes
expli it all the altered omponents of the state. Next to it is presented
the orresponding PreS heme ode implementing the modi ation, often a
single all to a data manipulation primitive of PreS heme. These primitive
state-observers and state-modi ers are omposed to a omplish the atomi
a tions at the level of the byte ode interpreter state ma hine. The sequen es of observers and modi ers are again presented juxtaposed with the
on rete ode that an be seen to arry out the same operations.
One ompli ation is due to the fa t that vlisp PreS heme, the implementation language for the virtual ma hine, ompiles to a language in whi h
all pro edure alls are in tail re ursive position. The Front End must substitute the ode for a alled pro edure in line wherever there is a all in
the sour e that is not tail re ursive. There are several pro edures in the
virtual ma hine that ause memory to be allo ated, and ea h of them, when
oded in the obvious way, ontains a all to the allo ation routine, whi h
in turn alls the garbage olle tor if the allo ation would ex eed a bound.
These alls are not tail re ursive, as the original pro edure must normally
do some initializations within the new memory obje t after it has been allo ated. Rather than have the ode for the garbage olle tor dupli ated in
8

Orignal version:
(define ( aller)
( allee arg)
( ommand1) ... ( ommandn))
(define ( allee arg) ...)

Continuation Passing Version:
(define (new- aller)
(new- allee
arg
(lambda () ( ommand1) ... ( ommandn))))
(define (new- allee arg ontinuation)
...
( ontinuation))

Figure 1: S hemati Example of Continuation Passing Style
line at ea h of the original all sites, we have programmed the alls to the
allo ation pro edure and garbage olle tor in a partial \ ontinuation passing
style."
Continuation passing style is a way to repla e a all not in tail re ursive
position with two alls that are in tail re ursive position. The allee is
rewritten to a ept an additional parameter. This \ ontinuation parameter"
is assumed to be a pro edure. The body of the allee is rewritten to invoke
the ontinuation parameter (tail re ursively) after it has done its previous
work. The aller is also rewritten, so as to make the all with a suitable
pro edure as an additional a tual parameter. The a tual parameter value
will arry out the a tions that would have been done after the return of the
allee. A s hemati example is given in Figure 1. We needed only to rewrite
a few pro edure alls using this method. This is to be distinguished from
a full ontinuation passing transformation, whi h would apply similar ideas
to every all not in tail position. Some ompilers (among them Rabbit [28℄,
Orbit [16℄, and the sml/nj ompiler [1℄) use this approa h to make the
ontrol ow through their sour e ode expli it. Full ontinuation passing
9

style onversion is somewhat tri ky, and in any ase quite di erent from our
adoption of a parti ular oding style in a few important pla es.
Finally, in the proofs about the vlisp PreS heme Front End [24℄, whi h
translates the implementation language of the virtual ma hine into a subset
alled Pure PreS heme, we use yet a di erent approa h. The Front End is
transformational in nature. It applies a set of meaning-preserving transformation rules repeatedly, starting with the sour e program, and terminating
only if either it obtains a Pure PreS heme program or it observes that no
legal, type- orre t Pure PreS heme program an be rea hed. In some ases
the Front End would run forever. Some rules are appli able only in ertain
onditions, for instan e when a subexpression returns a value independent of
the state in whi h it is exe uted, or when it is guaranteed not to modify the
state while it exe utes. These onditions suÆ e to ensure that appli ation
of the rule will leave the meaning of the program un hanged.3 However,
the Front End applies the rules in a still more restri ted way, gathering
di erent rules into di erent passes, and not applying ertain rules when it
is (heuristi ally) undesirable to do so, for instan e be ause the target ode
would be ome too large.
The proof of orre tness abstra ts ompletely from this level of the algorithm. The proof fo uses on establishing that ea h rule improves the
meaning of the program it is operating on in the sense given in the footnote.
Hen e, any algorithm is orre t if it hanges the program only a ording
to the rules, and respe ts the onditions of appli ability, no matter what
ontrol stru ture the algorithm may impose. This portion of the vlisp veriation tolerates the greatest gap between the veri ation and the on rete
ode.
2.1.2 Coverage of the Algorithmi Level

We believe that the approa hes we have des ribed, parti ularly the rst two
mentioned above, provide strong prote tion against realisti errors.
3
Or to be more pre ise, ertain rules \improve" the meaning of the sour e program,
in the sense that they may repla e a bottom answer
by a non-bottom answer. When
the given program referen es a global variable lo ation before it has been initialized,
the semanti s may predi t that its answer is . By ontrast, the transformation may
eliminate this global variable referen e, and thus the resulting program may return a
useful omputational answer. However, when the semanti s predi t that sour e program
will return a non-bottom answer, then the transformed program will return the same
answer.

?
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The Wrong Algorithm Even an experien ed programmer an have

the wrong idea about what her program is intended to a omplish, or
about whether a parti ular algorithm will a omplish that goal. By
proving that algorithms meet their spe i ations, and that they jointly
provide a high level property (faithfulness to a language semanti s),
we provide dire t prote tion against this error.
In orre t Assumptions about Inputs To take an example, in proving the orre tness of the vlisp attener [11℄, we found we ould prove
our onje ture only on the assumption that the input had a parti ular property (\respe ting its template table", De nition 6). We then
went ba k to the proof of the tabulator [10℄ (whi h reates inputs to
the attener) with a new onje ture to prove, namely that the output
of the tabulator respe ts its template table (Theorem 36).
Unreliable Data Type Implementations At many points in our
work, we have given brief informal arguments that the pro edures
implementing a data type are faithful to the mathemati al fun tions
used in a spe i ation (see, e.g., [10, Se tion 5.2℄, or [11, Se tion
5.2℄). In doing so, we naturally had to examine the algorithms that
those pro edures embody. However, further veri ation work (or reimplementation) an then rely on the mathemati al des ription, rather
than on the details of the ode.
In some ases we omitted this step for familiar data stru tures. In
parti ular, the simple hash tables used in the linker [8℄ and the symbol
table used in the image builder [31℄ were not justi ed in this way.
Unreliable Programming Language Implementation Perhaps a
programmer gets her sour e ode right, but the language implementation auses it to exe ute in orre tly: How an we prote t against that?
In our ase, be ause all our programs are written either in S heme or
in PreS heme, and we have provided a full implementation of both
languages, our bootstrap pro ess provides substantial (although logially in omplete) prote tion against unexpe ted errors in the language
implementation (see Se tion 3.4).

2.2 Prototype but Verify

Some partisans of formal methods seem to regard formal program development as a rather patri ian a tivity. The designer re eives some formal re11

quirements. She pro eeds to develop a program, in su essive stages, using
te hniques guaranteed to re ne the set of possible behaviors. In this proess, the data stru tures to be used are sele ted. Some information about
asymptoti omplexity may be available, and some re nement steps may be
motivated by the desire to redu e omplexity. When all the intelle tual work
has been done, the now fully re ned design may be passed along to a sweaty,
unwashed programmer. Or perhaps the programmer an be eliminated, by
passing the result of the re nement straight to the ompiler.
We nd the view ari atured here implausible, not to say unappealing.
In fa t, we think that our ability to arry out this veri ation depended on
our using a ontrasting approa h.
At the start of our proje t, we sele ted an existing, fully fun tional
S heme implementation, namely Kelsey and Rees's S heme48 [13℄, to serve
as a model. We then pro eeded to develop a su ession of prototypes that
re ast it into a form loser to the one we wanted to verify. At one stage we
onstru ted a omplete prototype of the byte ode ompiler and virtual mahine within Standard ml [19, 18℄. This was parti ularly bene ial for two
reasons. First, the great majority of the bugs in the prototype were type
on i ts. The ml type he ker is a highly eÆ ient way of tra king these
down. Se ond, the Standard ml module system was an almost ideal tool
for isolating re nement steps. The ml ode for a layer in the re nement
of the virtual ma hine (other than the last) was presented as a fun tor.
Its signature argument ontained the primitives at that level. When the
fun tor was instantiated, the pro edures at the next re nement level were
supplied to serve as their meanings. Thus the ml prototype also served as
a re nement-oriented spe i ation.
We gradually repla ed the S heme48 byte ode ompiler with a whole
su ession of arefully separated algorithms [10, 11, 8, 31℄. This pro ess insured that we gained a good intuitive sense of the subtle points of di erent
versions of the program. In addition, we ame to appre iate where logi ally
separate fun tional requirements ompli ated the job of produ ing a transparently orre t program. We repeatedly added new phases to the byte ode
ompiler in order to produ e separate pro edures with simpler orre tness
onditions.
A variant pro ess governed the development of the vlisp PreS heme
Front End [24℄. In this ase, there was no preexisting implementation available and the design of the language was uid. Two prototypes were onstru ted before the nal version. The prototypes were used to explore the
use of various rule sets, ontrol pro edures, and data representations. There
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was a self-imposed onstraint that the ontrol pro edures be simple and
straightforward. The ability to sele t new sets of rules with full knowledge
of their impa t on the ontrol pro edures was extremely useful.
The rst prototype demonstrated a nave implementation of a rule set
to be too slow. Although the next prototype ompiled a preliminary version
of the vlisp vm, the attempt at proving the orre tness of its rules exposed
several errors in them. This pro ess illustrates the re ipro al intera tion
between prototyping, whi h helps to show what might be pra ti ally useful,
and veri ation, whi h an establish what will be reliable.
2.3 Denotational and Operational Styles in Semanti s

One of our goals had been to examine the situations in whi h the denotational and operational styles in semanti s are useful and e e tive, and the
diÆ ulties of interrelating the two styles in an e ort that we foresaw would
require both.
2.3.1 Denotational Semanti s

The oÆ ial S heme semanti s [12, Appendix℄ is denotational in hara ter.
This means that the meaning of any expression in the S heme abstra t syntax is given as a mathemati al value, the denotation of a ompound expression being determined by ombining the denotations of its onstituent subexpressions. This approa h, whi h requires some sophisti ated mathemati s
(summarized in [29℄, for instan e), has been one of the dominant frameworks
for giving meaning formally to programming languages (see also [27℄).
Advantages of Denotational Semanti s The main general advantages

ited for denotational semanti s are:
 Its mathemati al pre ision, and its appli ation of traditional mathemati al methods to reason about the denotations of expressions;
 Its independen e of a parti ular exe ution model;
 Its neutrality with respe t to di erent implementation strategies;
 The usefulness of indu tion on the syntax of expressions to prove assertions about their denotations, and of xed point indu tion to prove
assertions about parti ular values.
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These advantages are genuine. As a onsequen e, we believe that denotational semanti s is a good, e e tive tool for reasoning about the main
ompilation steps. These are the transformations that introdu e the essential exe ution model, rather than simply re ning a data representation, or
de omposing a omputational transition into a simple sequen e of substeps.
In parti ular, the denotational approa h was indispensable in the proof of
the byte ode ompiler [10℄ and the vlisp PreS heme Front End [24℄.
These large transformations, whi h embody a pro edural analysis of the
sour e ode, seem to require the freedom of the denotational semanti s. We
would onsider it a very diÆ ult hallenge to verify this sort of transformation using the operational style of the Piton ompiler proof [20℄.
Obje tions to the S heme Denotational Semanti s We have how-

ever a number of obje tions to the way that the denotational semanti s of
S heme has been framed.

Memory exhaustion We have in fa t allowed ourselves to modify

the oÆ ial semanti s somewhat [10, Se tion 2.1℄, in ways that stru k us as
inessential to its main ontent. The oÆ ial semanti s always tests whether
the store is out of memory (fully allo ated) before it allo ates a new lo ation.
We have removed these tests and introdu ed the assumption that the store
is in nite. We did so for two main reasons:
 Any implementation must use its memory for various purposes that
are not visible in the oÆ ial denotational semanti s. Thus, the denotational semanti s annot give a reliable predi tion about when an
implementation will run out of memory.
 It simpli es reasoning to treat all possible memory exhaustion problems uniformly at a low level in the re nement pro ess.
For instan e, all S heme implementations must use memory to re ord the
return point for pro edure alls that are not tail-re ursive, and every implementation an exhaust memory in this way. However, the S heme semanti s
for pro edure all predi ts that memory annot be exhausted by nested proedure alls.
To take another example, many S heme implementations have a relatively small bound on the number of arguments that an be given in any
parti ular pro edure all (it is 256 in the ase of vlisp), and all implementations an in prin iple run out of sta k spa e for a umulating the arguments
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to a all. But the oÆ ial semanti s predi ts that a umulating arguments
to a pro edure all annot exhaust memory. We are not arguing that these
forms of memory exhaustion are errors that should be faithfully re e ted
in the semanti s. On the ontrary, we believe that the semanti s should
be framed uniformly, at a level of abstra tion at whi h no type of memory
exhaustion is represented.
In vlisp, we have hosen to spe ify the niteness of memory only at the
very lowest level in the re nement of the virtual ma hine [30, Chapter 4℄.
At this level all sour es of memory exhaustion are nally visible. Moreover,
many proofs at earlier stages were made more tra table by abstra ting from
the question of memory exhaustion. For instan e, in a state ma hine re nement proof, it would frequently be diÆ ult to ensure that the more re ned
ma hine would run out of memory in pre isely the same onditions as the
less re ned ma hine. Nor would it be informative. Although a programmer
may know that one program is better than another program be ause it is
less apt to run out of memory, it is very rarely a part of the intended fun tionality of a program to run out of memory in parti ular ir umstan es but
not others. Certainly S heme would not be the most suitable programming
language for any su h program.
Semanti s of Constants The oÆ ial S heme semanti s ontains a

semanti fun tion K whi h maps onstants|expressions in the abstra t
syntax|to denotational values. But K is simply hara terized as \intentionally omitted." In some ases, its behavior seems straighforward: for
instan e, its behavior for numerals. However, it is far from lear how one
would de ne K for onstants that require storage.

Semanti s of Primitives Although the oÆ ial S heme semanti s ontains some auxiliary fun tions with suggestive names su h as ons, add, and
so on, it gives no expli it a ount of the meaning of identi ers su h as ons
or + in the standard initial environment. Apparently the framers of the
semanti s had it in mind that the initial store  might ontain pro edure
values reated from the auxiliary fun tions su h as ons, while programs
would be evaluated with respe t to an environment  that maps identi ers
su h as ons to the lo ations storing these values.
However, this presupposes a parti ular, implementation-dependent model
of how a S heme program starts up. The idea is that it should start in a
store that already ontains many interesting expressed values.
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But other approa hes are also possible. For instan e, for our purposes
it was more omprehensible to have the program start up with a relatively
bare store. In the vlisp implementation, the byte ode program itself is responsible for sto king the store with standard pro edures. These standard
pro edures are represented by short pie es of byte ode that ontain spe ial
instru tions to invoke the data manipulation primitives of the virtual mahine. The initialization ode to sto k the store with these primitives makes
up a standard prelude: The byte ode ompiler prepends the initialization
ode to the appli ation ode generated from the user's program.
For this reason it would have been parti ularly diÆ ult to show that
the vlisp implementation's treatment of primitives is ompatible with that
of the denotational semanti s. For even had we lled in the sket h of a
semanti s of primitives provided by the framers, we would still have had a
on i t between their \initial store" approa h and our \initialization ode"
approa h. It would have been ne essary to show that the vlisp initialization
ode invoked its ontinuation with a store mat hing the initial store of the
lled-in semanti s. This would have been awkward mathemati ally, and
probably unenlightening to boot.
Normality onditions Consider a S heme program fragment using a

global variable x:

(let ((y ( ons 1 2)))
(set! x 4)
( ar y))

We have a right to expe t this to return 1. That is, we have a right to
expe t that the storage allo ated for a pair will be disjoint from the storage
allo ated for a global variable. However, nothing in the oÆ ial semanti s
ensures that this will be the ase. Indeed, the asso iation between identi ers,
su h as x, and the lo ations in whi h their ontents are kept, is established
by an \environment" . But  is simply a free variable of the appropriate
type. Thus, the semanti s makes no distin tion between the environments
that respe t data stru tures in the heap and those that do not.
Similar problems on ern overlap among ve tors, pairs, and strings, and
overlap between storage used by mutable and immutable obje ts of the same
kind. In proving the faithfulness of the operational semanti s [7℄, we needed
to introdu e a omprehensive list of these \normality onditions." Unfortunately, the denotational semanti s does not seem to have a natural way to
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in lude these onditions as a \top-level" part of the semanti s of the programming language itself. Nevertheless, an implementation that violated
them would be onsidered wrong by any programmer. Peter Lee [17℄ makes
a related obje tion (among others) to denotational semanti s as it is normally pra ti ed.
Tags on Pro edure Values A pro edure obje t is treated in the
semanti s as a pair, onsisting of a store lo ation and a fun tional value.
The latter represents the behavior of the pro edure, taking the sequen e of
a tual parameters, an expression ontinuation, and a store as its arguments,
and returning a omputational answer. The lo ation is used as a tag, in
order to de ide whether two pro edure obje ts are equivalent in the sense
of the S heme standard pro edure eqv?. The exa t tag asso iated with a
pro edure value depends on the exa t order of events when it was reated.
Similarly, the lo ations of other obje ts will depend on whether a lo ation
was previously allo ated to serve as the tag for a pro edure obje t.
By ontrast, the semanti s for vlisp PreS heme does not tag pro edure
values [24℄. As a onsequen e, many transformations an be proved orre t
for vlisp PreS heme, but the orresponding arguments for S heme would
not be sound. On the other hand, in PreS heme, as in ml, pro edures
annot be tested for equality. We prefer this tradeo : It seems unfortunate
to sa ri e the possibility of doing a wide variety of veri able optimizations
just to have a test for equality on pro edures. The more so as the test in
S heme is fairly unpredi table [26, page 13℄.
Arti ial Signature for Expression Continuations The semanti s
spe i es the type for expression ontinuations as E ! C, whi h means
that evaluating a S heme expression may (in theory) ontribute a nite
sequen e of \return values," as well as a store, to determining what answer
the ontinuation will return.
In fa t, every expression in ieee standard S heme that invokes its ontinuation at all uses a sequen e of length 1. This suggests that, in some
intuitive sense, an implementation for S heme, onforming to the ieee standard, need not make provision for pro edures returning other than a single
value.
Although it would be suÆ ient for the language, as urrently de ned, to
require just a single return value, the semanti s, we are told, was written
in this more ompli ated way partly so that it would not need modi ation
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1

F 7! `1

`1 7! 1 ; `2 7! unspe i ed
  : #
h`2 ;   : h1; 2; 3 ii

Table 3: Nave Counterexample to Single-Valued Implementations
when S heme adds a me hanism for pro edures that return multiple values,
as Common Lisp programs may do using the (values ...) form and T
programs [25℄ may do using the (return ...) form. It is in fa t expe ted
that the next ( fth) revision of the Report on the Algorithmi Language
S heme will in orporate a me hanism like T's.
However, as a onsequen e, in the most literal sense, an implementation
is unfaithful to the formal semanti s as written if it makes no provision for
multiple-value returners.
We an make this point lear with an example. Consider the program
(F), whi h alls a pro edure with no arguments. Whi h pro edure value
gets alled depends on whi h pro edure value is stored at the lo ation that
the environment asso iates with the identi er F. The S heme semanti s determines a omputational answer when an environment , an initial store
, and an initial ontinuation  are supplied. Given the values des ribed
in Table 3, we an easily see that the semanti s predi t that the orre t
omputational answer is 3.
However, saying that an implementation makes no provision for multiplevalue returners is in e e t to say that if  is implemented at all, then it always results in a omputational answer of 1. Clearly, in order to explain the
sense in whi h a single-valued implementation is \good enough," we must
formalize what is obviously inappropriate about the  and  shown, as potential initial arguments. To justify a single-valued implementation, we must
demonstrate that the implementation will ompute the answer predi ted by
the semanti s, assuming that the initial arguments are not inappropriate in
whatever sense is formalized.
To our knowledge, there has been no previous formal work that justi es
an implementation in making this de ision. We think that it was probably
ill-advised to introdu e the idea of pro edures returning multiple-values into
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the semanti s without having developed some theory to explain its ompatibility. In [10℄, we have developed a theory that identi es an appropriate
riterion of orre tness, and adapts a Clinger-style proof of the Byte Code
ompiler to this riterion of orre tness.
2.3.2 Advantages of Operational Semanti s

By an operational semanti s we mean a des ription of a state ma hine of
some avor, with identi able atomi omputational steps. While an operational semanti s la ks the abstra tion and implementation-neutrality of a
denotational presentation, it is highly e e tive for a variety of purposes. In
parti ular, although indu tion on abstra t syntax and xed point indu tion
do not play a major role, nevertheless operational semanti s o ers a separate, frequently useful sort of indu tion. This is indu tion on sequen es of
omputational steps. We found operational semanti s to be more appropriate at many stages in the vlisp proofs.
When only Operational Semanti s is appli able In some ases, de-

notational semanti s do not really make sense. For instan e, onsider a
language ontaining a jump instru tion taking its o set as a numeri al argument. The e e t of exe uting the instru tion is to advan e the instru tion
ounter by the number of bytes spe i ed as the o set. It seems pointless
to give su h a language a denotational semanti s. The ardinal goal of denotational semanti s is to give the phrases of a programming language a
ompositional semanti s: that is, the meaning of a ompound expression is
to be a fun tion of the meanings of its immediate subexpressions. In this
kind of a language, by ontrast, the meaning of a program depends not just
on the meanings of the subexpressions, but also on their widths in the sense
of the number of bytes they o upy in the instru tion stream. If we want to
analyze the orre tness of parti ular numeri al o sets in programs, then we
are better o to formulate the semanti s operationally. In fa t this was our
motivation for swit hing from denotational semanti s to operational semanti s with the Tabular Byte Code tb . We needed to make the transition
before we ould justify the attener algorithm [11℄.
Primitives, Parti ularly for I/O Sometimes it is more onvenient to

use an operational style to formulate parti ular primitives for manipulating
data. Although in some ases this is no more than a matter of onvenien e,
input and output operations are in fa t on eptually easier to understand in
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an operational framework than in the denotational manner of the S heme
semanti s.
I/O is di erent from many other aspe ts of program meaning be ause
the order of events is an intrinsi part of its intuitive signi an e. In the
denotational model of S heme, two programs have the same meaning if they
deliver the same nal omputational answer (or la k thereof) when applied
to the same initial arguments. But this seems far too rude a riterion of
meaning when I/O behavior is onsidered. We will examine two aspe ts of
the issue.
First, by way of example, onsider two versions of a \repeater" program:
ea h takes a sequen e of hara ters as input, and outputs the same sequen e
of hara ters. However, in one program, the length of the output sequen e
is never more than a xed number of hara ters shorter than the number of
hara ters it has onsumed. In the other program, until the input sequen e
is empty, it is never more than a xed number of hara ters away from
one tenth of the number of hara ters it has onsumed. These programs
are not inter hangeable for pra ti al purposes. Moreover, it seems that any
a eptable semanti a ount of I/O ought to be able to distinguish between
these two patterns of behavior. Yet a semanti s organized around \ nal
omputational answer" may be hard pressed to formalize the distin tion.
Se ond, a semanti s of the \ nal omputational answer" is also hard
pressed to distinguish among various non-terminating programs. A program that does I/O delivers information to its environment about its omputational behavior in spite of not terminating. Thus, a non-terminating
program may be more useful if it onsumes plaintext hara ters and key
material and outputs en rypted hara ters, than if it outputs a random sequen e of hara ters. It is not lear how to make these distin tions in a
denotational framework.
On the ontrary, it is perfe tly plain how to do so in an operational
setting. For this reason, we do not onsider the S heme denotational semanti s suitable for framing an all-en ompassing de nition of the adequa y
of a S heme implementation. Some aspe ts of adequa y are more natural to
express at a lower level of abstra tion than others.
Garbage Colle tion Implementations of S heme and other Lisp-like lan-

guages have garbage olle tor algorithms. Garbage olle tors are ru ial to
the e e tiveness of these languages: an implementation without a garbage
olle tor would not be a eptable for most any normal purpose.
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A garbage olle tor re y les previously used storage lo ations when their
ontents an no longer in uen e the rest of the omputation. It may also
re-lo ate obje ts that are still in use, taking are also to update pointers to
the obje ts. If we regard memory as a dire ted graph, where the pointers
form the ar s, then a garbage olle tor is required to transform the portion
of memory rea hable from registers, regarded as a graph, to an isomorphi
graph.
Given that a garbage olle tor is required in a S heme implementation,
one might expe t that the denotational semanti s would entail some theorem justifying garbage olle tion as an implementation strategy. As far
as we know, there is no su h theorem to be had. The problem is that the
denotational semanti s uses very ri h domains. The domain C = S ! A of
ommand ontinuations, for instan e, whose members deliver a omputational answer when supplied with a store, ontains all ontinuous fun tions
of this type. Thus, in addition to fun tions sensitive only to the stru ture of
the store as a graph, it ontains also fun tions sensitive to the a tual lo ations that store di erent obje ts. Thus, some members of C are not invariant
under garbage olle tion. Garbage olle tion is justi ed only be ause these
ommand ontinuations are not a tually represented in implementations.
It might be possible to work around this problem. Subsets of the denotational domains may exist that are small enought to ontain only obje ts that
are invariant under garbage olle tion, but large enough to be losed under
the operations used in the semanti s. We have not, however, developed a
theory of this kind.
In order to prove that garbage olle tion is a legitimate implementation
strategy, we have deferred the proof to a lower level with an operational
semanti s. In the more restri ted world of its state ma hine, we an indeed
justify garbage olle tion. Let us say that two states are similar if their
rea hable portions are isomorphi as graphs. Then we an prove that ea h
state ma hine transition preserves similarity. Moreover, for terminal states,
if the states are similar, then the omputational answers they deliver are
equal. From this it follows that an implementation with garbage olle tion
is justi ed if the garbage olle tor always returns a state as its result that is
similar to the argument it was invoked on. This proof is arried out in [30℄.
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3 Stru ture of the Implementation
Following several previous implementations [13℄, and some earlier veri ation e orts su h as Clinger's [5℄, the vlisp implementation has three main
parts. The rst is a ompiler stage, whi h translates S heme sour e programs to an intermediate level language based on more omplex instru tions
than ma hine ode. The se ond stage is an interpreter, whi h is a program
apable of exe uting the omplex instru tions of the intermediate level language. The intermediate level language is referred to as \byte ode," as it
is ommon to pa k ea h instru tion into a single byte. The interpreter is
written in a language alled vlisp PreS heme, whi h may be onsidered as
a highly restri ted sublanguage of S heme. It is derived from a language invented by Ri hard Kelsey and Jonathan Rees [15, 13℄. The third portion of
our implementation onsists of a ompiler from vlisp PreS heme to assembly language. We frequently refer to the interpreter program as the vlisp
Virtual Ma hine or vm.
There is a simple division of labor between the ompiler stage and the interpreter stage. The ompiler is responsible for analyzing the ow of ontrol
in a S heme sour e program into simple instru tions like those of an assembly language. The primitive data stru tures of the S heme language are not
redu ed by the ompiler stage of the implementation, however, and therefore
memory allo ation and re lamation annot be handled, either. Instead, the
interpreter is the stage responsible for supporting S heme data stru tures,
and managing the memory at the level of on rete, numeri addresses.
The ompiler stage is responsible for transforming a given S heme appliation program into a program in the intermediate language. The resulting
program is written to a le in a binary representation; we all a le ontaining a binary representation of this kind an \image." To run the vlisp byte
ode interpreter on an image, we spe ify the lename of an image as a Unix
ommand line parameter. The resulting Unix pro ess may take input and
produ e output as usual, and, if it terminates, it returns a Unix exit ode
as its nal omputational answer.
3.1 The Extended Compiler

The extended ompiler a ts on sour e programs in the S heme language,
and ultimately produ es programs in a linearized byte ode that we all
\stored byte ode" [30℄. Its input programs onsist of abstra t syntax trees
in a format only slightly di erent from the format used in the S heme Stan22

dard [12℄. The stored byte ode output is in a binary form suitable for
exe ution in the vm.
The extended ompiler onsists of a sequen e of pro edures whi h rewrite
the original sour e program in a su ession of intermediate languages.
 The byte ode ompiler [10℄ (properly so alled, as distinguished
from the extended ompiler, of whi h it forms the rst stage) rewrites
the S heme sour e ode into a tree-stru tured byte ode based on
Clinger's target language [5℄. We will refer to this tree-stru tured
byte ode as the basi byte ode or bb . The bb makes the ow of
ontrol in the S heme program expli it, in luding pro edure all and
return, the order of argument evaluation, and the operations involved
in building environment stru tures for lo al variables.
 The tabulator [10℄ transforms bb pro edures into templates in a
tabular byte ode or tb . A template onsists of some ode, together with a table listing global variables, onstants, and embedded
templates (representing lo ally de ned pro edures). Instru tions using these obje ts, su h as the instru tions to referen e or modify the
value of a global variable, are modi ed by the tabulator to use an index into this template table. The tb is still tree-stru tured in that
the ode se tions exe uted on the two bran hes of a onditional, or the
ode representing the target to return to after a pro edure all, o urs
nested within the instru tion that governs it.
 The attener [11℄ transforms pro edures in the tb into a form that
is linear rather than tree-stru tured. Conditionals are represented in a
familiar way using jump and jump-if-false instru tions that involve
a numeri o set to the target ode. Similarly, the target ode to
whi h a pro edure should return is indi ated by a numeri o set from
the instru tion. We all the output language of the linearizer the
attened byte ode (fb ).
 The next stage of the extended ompiler is the linker [8℄. Its job is
to transform a olle tion of templates in the fb into a single linear
stru ture representing the full program. Its output language is referred to as the linked byte ode (lb ). It is needed be ause an
fb program is given in a tree-stru tured form in whi h ea h template ontains subordinate templates for the subpro edures that are
lo al to it. In addition, onstants referred to in the fb ode may
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be tree-stru tured, su h as lists of lists. The linked byte ode output
by the linker has a linear sequen e of onstants and a linear sequen e
of templates. These are arranged so that whenever one onstant is
a subexpression of another|for instan e, an element of some list|
then the subexpression o urs earlier. Similarly, when one template
referen es another one, the referen ed template o urs earlier. As a
onsequen e, the vlisp image builder program an reate the stru tures sequentially; whenever a referen e is needed, it an output a
pointer to the address of a previously onstru ted obje t.
Finally the image builder [31℄ writes out the image to a le. The
image builder is responsible for transforming the syntax of the linked
ode into a su ession of bytes. However, the linked ode program also
has a variety of internal referen es within it, so that the image builder
must ompute the widths of the representations of su essive obje ts.
The image builder then onverts the linked ode ross referen es into
32-bit pointers embedded in the resulting image le.

3.2 The Interpreter Program

The easiest way to des ribe the underlying stru ture of the vm interpreter is
to des ribe a su ession of progressively less abstra t views of its operation.
In ea h of these \views," the vm will be regarded as a state ma hine. These
state ma hines omprise:
 The stored program ma hine spm;
 The mi ro- oded stored program ma hine mspm;
 The garbage- olle ted, mi ro- oded stored program ma hine gspm;
 The nite garbage- olle ted mi ro- oded stored program ma hine fspm.
They are des ribed in detail in [30℄; we will des ribe them in intuitive terms
here.
3.2.1 The Stored Program Ma hine

The most abstra t view of the interpreter is as a state ma hine whose state
onsists of:
 A store, whi h is used to hold:
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{ The program that the ma hine is exe uting, as a read-only data

stru ture.
{ The values of global and lo al variables, whi h hange as exe ution
pro eeds.
{ Data stru tures su h as pairs (\ ons ells") and ve tors, the omponents of whi h may be side-e e ted as exe ution pro eeds.
 A olle tion of ports, divided into input ports and output ports. The
state ma hine has operations to read a hara ter from an input port
and write a hara ter to an output port.
 A set of registers, onsisting of:
{ A template register. Its value is an obje t ontaining a sequen e
of byte ode instru tions and a table used to lo ate onstants,
global variables, and other templates. A template together with
an environment represents a pro edure value.
{ An o set register. It ontains a number, used like a program
ounter to indi ate the position of the urrent instru tion within
the byte ode instru tion sequen e of the urrent template.
{ A value register. It ontains the representation of a S heme obje t, and serves as a sort of a umulator.
{ An argument sta k. It ontains a sta k of S heme values, that
are being olle ted as the arguments to a pro edure all.
{ An environment register. It asso iates lo ations with the lo al
variables of the pro edure exe uting.
{ A ontinuation register. It ontains a sta k-like obje t that represents the future of the omputation, to be invoked when the
pro edure urrently exe uting returns. The ontinuation register
is similar to the ontrol sta k in many implementations.
Ea h primitive instru tion auses the values of several of these state omponents to hange. For instan e, the global instru tion auses the ontents
of the store lo ation asso iated with a global variable to be loaded into the
value register. It also auses the o set register to be in remented by 2, to
pass the urrent op- ode, and its one operand.
In this ma hine, we allow the store and various numeri al obje ts to be
unbounded. That is, addresses are not limited to those that an be represented in a word of xed width. Similarly, the numbers that represent
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o sets are not bounded. Naturally, the a tual implementation an only
orre tly emulate the behavior of the spm on a parti ular lass of omputations, namely those in whi h no quantities arise that are bigger than ertain
bounds.
3.2.2 The Mi ro oded Stored Program Ma hine

The mspm operates on a state of the same kind as the spm. The di eren e
is that its transitions are de ned in terms of primitives alled state observers
and state transformers. Ea h one of the state observers is a fun tion that
returns as its value some simple value in the state, su h as the value in a
parti ular register, or the value at the store lo ation spe i ed in an address
(given as an argument to the fun tion).
The state transformers alter the value of a single state omponent, or
allo ate ontiguous lo ations in the store for a new data obje t.
3.2.3 The Garbage Colle ted, Mi ro oded Stored Program Mahine

The state of the mspm may be regarded as a graph in whi h addresses (pointers) are ar s, and the registers and data obje ts in the store are nodes. The
portion of this graph that an be rea hed from the registers will be alled the
\rooted portion of the graph." Let us say that two states s1 ; s2 are similar if
the rooted portion of the graph for s2 results from the rooted portion of the
graph for s1 when we alter the numeri al values of the addresses, a ording
to some one-to-one s heme.
The observers and transformers have the property that they produ e
similar results when applied in similar states. This entails that the mspm
an be implemented by a ma hine in whi h the store is garbage olle ted,
and in whi h obje ts in the rooted portion are relo ated periodi ally so that
storage an be reused. So also, therefore, may any ma hine whi h, like the
spm, an be built by sequen ing these observers and transformers.
The garbage olle ted gspm has the same set of observers and transformers as the mspm. It di ers only in that it has two stores, only one of
whi h is a tive at any time. Periodi ally a garbage olle tion may o ur,
in whi h rooted obje ts are shifted around using the other store. Unrooted
obje ts may disappear. Sin e, at this level of des ription, ea h store is unbounded in size, there is no reason (understandable in these terms) why
garbage olle tion should take pla e at any parti ular time. We on eive of
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it as happening whenever a not-further-spe i ed ondition be omes true.
3.2.4 The Finite Stored Program Ma hine

In prin iple it is wrong to use omputing devi es that have a bounded nite
memory. Given a ma hine with a parti ular bound on the size of its memory,
we an easily spe ify a omputation that annot be arried out orre tly on
that ma hine. However, pra ti al onsiderations leave us no alternative.
In a less stringent sense, a nitely bounded omputer an be quite a eptable. We need only ensure that whenever the bounds are violated,
omputation eases in an unambiguously erroneous state. We may then use
the devi e reliably: when it omputes an answer, we know that the answer
is orre t. When it rashes, we know that we need to pay for a ma hine
with a larger store or word size.
The fspm implements the (unbounded) gspm in this weaker sense. It
uses nitely bounded data obje ts to emulate the behavior of the gspm
whenever possible.
3.3 The VLISP PreS heme Compiler

It might seem desirable to implement systems programming tasks in S heme.
S heme's expressivity, simpli ity, and regularity draw programmers. S heme
implementations usually provide a highly intera tive programming environment with dynami linking and powerful debugging tools.
There is a problem with this use of S heme. S heme implementations
provide an extensive run-time system whi h in ludes automati storage
re lamation, rst lass pro edures, and many other advan ed features. Most
systems programming tasks annot a ord the overhead of this run-time system.
PreS heme is a restri ted diale t of S heme intended for systems programming. It was invented by Jonathan Rees and Ri hard Kelsey [15℄. The
language was de ned so that programs an be exe uted using only a C-like
run-time system. A ompiler for this language will reje t any program that
requires run-time type he king and need not provide automati storage
re lamation.
PreS heme was arefully designed so that it synta ti ally looks like S heme
and has similar semanti s. With a little are, PreS heme programs an be
run and debugged as if they were ordinary S heme programs.
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PreS heme is our system's programming oriented S heme diale t
inspired by PreS heme. The major synta ti di eren e between the two
diale ts of PreS heme is that vlisp PreS heme has no user de ned syntax
or ma ros, or ompiler dire tives. The only other di eren e is that they
ea h provide a di erent set of standard pro edures.
The ompiler for vlisp PreS heme does not a ept the entire language.
Compilation o urs in three stages, the rst stage produ es a new program by expanding most of vlisp PreS heme's derived syntax. The se ond
stage translates the ma ro-free program into an equivalent program by using
meaning preserving transformations. If the translation su eeds, the resulting program is in a very restri ted subset alled Bounded PreS heme. This
subset has properties that make it easy to ompile. One of its properties
is that all programs require a bounded amount of storage for ontrol information, hen e the name. The nal stage of ompilation translates Bounded
PreS heme into ma hine language.
The Bounded PreS heme language was inspired by Pure PreS heme,
a language de ned by Dino Oliva and Mit h Wand. They are reating a
veri ed ompiler for Pure PreS heme [21℄. A straightforward translation
onverts a Bounded PreS heme into a Pure PreS heme program. The Pure
PreS heme ompiler was developed and veri ed by Dino Oliva and Mit hell
Wand, and is do umented in detail in [21, 22℄.
vlisp

3.4 The VLISP Bootstrap Pro ess

is ertainly the only veri ed programming language implementation
there is that an be used to bootstrap itself. The possibility of a bootstrap
underlines the power of the S heme sour e language, as well as the omprehensive hara ter of the vlisp implementation. Most previous work in
ompiler veri ation has not had any possibility of performing a bootstrap
for any of several reasons:
 The sour e language supported by the implementation was quite different from the language used to develop the implementation itself,
the sour e language being low-level, and the implementation language
being the language of an automated proof system [20, 6℄;
 The veri ation overed only a limited portion of the implementation,
and a bootstrap would mainly exer ise the unveri ed portion [23, 5℄;
 Only ertain key ideas in an implementation were veri ed, not a whole
implementation [many examples℄.
vlisp
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vs m.s m
vvm.s m
vps.s m
pps.s m
prims.

S heme to Byte Code ompiler
The vlisp vm in vlisp PreS heme
The vlisp PreS heme Front End
The Pure PreS heme ompiler
I/O primitives for Pure PreS heme
Table 4: vlisp Sour e Files

Stru ture of the Bootstrap There are ve sour e les and two binary

les in a vlisp distribution. One binary le is an exe utable version of the
vlisp vm and the other is an image whi h results from ompiling the S heme
to Byte Code ompiler. The sour e les are listed in Table 4. One y le in
the bootstrap pro ess involves using these les to produ e a new version of
the binary les.
The rst a tion of the vm is to read an image whi h en odes the initial
state of the ma hine. One produ es a new version of the S heme to Byte
Code image by simply using the old image to ompile its own sour e. This
new image is used to ompile the other S heme programs, vps.s m and
pps.s m. A new vm is produ ed by rst translating the sour e for the vm
into Pure PreS heme using the image produ ed from vps.s m, and then into
assembly language using the image produ ed from pps.s m. An exe utable
is produ ed by linking the assembly language with Pure PreS heme's I/O
primitives from prims. . Sin e I/O primitives simply all the operating
system, and sin e we are not in a position to prove anything about the
e e t of a all to the operating system, we did not onsider it worth the
trouble to ode the I/O primitives dire tly in assembly language. Apart
from ompiling these C- oded primitives, the only task of the g C ompiler
is to ombine the result with the assembly language output vvm.s, and to
all the assembler.
One y le in the bootstrap pro esses is diagrammed in Figure 2. The
small ir les in the diagram indi ate that the virtual ma hine given by its
right arrow is exe uted. The image used to initialize the ma hine is indi ated
by the top arrow. The input is taken from the le named on the left arrow,
and the output is written to the le named on the bottom arrow.
Results of the Bootstrap Table 5 presents the time required for ea h

step when run on a Sun4 ipx, a 25 spe mark spar -based omputer.
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vlisp Bootstrap

Input

Output

vs m.s m
vps.s m
pps.s m
vvm.s m
vvm.pps

vs m.image
vps.image
pps.image
vvm.pps
vvm.s

Pro ess
Sun4 Run Time (min.)
49
64
2664 (44 hrs.)
36
24

Table 5: Sun4 Bootstrap Run Times
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After the rst bootstrap y le, the assembly sour e for the vm is unhanged by any su eeding bootstrap y le. After the rst bootstrap y le,
the image of the S heme to Byte Code ompiler is un hanged by a pair
of two bootstrap y les. A single bootstrap operation produ es a slightly
di erent image, however, be ause the S heme to Byte Code ompiler uses
a \gensym" pro edure to generate fresh symbols while expanding S heme's
derived syntax. This pro edure, when alled with an argument sym, returns
a symbol of the form symn, where n represents the least integer su h that
symn does not yet exist as a symbol. Hen e, the symbol generator will not
generate the same symbols being used by the exe uting ompiler. For instan e, if the urrently exe uting image uses sym0 but not sym1, then the
next image will use sym1 but not sym0, and onversely. Hen e two y les
in the bootstrap pro ess will restore the original names.
Two initial versions for the vm were onstru ted. The S heme sour es
for the front end and the Pure PreS heme ompiler were ompiled using
S heme->C [2℄. These programs were used to ompile the vlisp vm. A se ond initial vm was onstru ted by dire tly implementing the vm algorithms
in C.
Two initial images of the S heme to Byte Code ompiler were also onstru ted. The S heme to Byte Code ompiler was ompiled using S heme->C,
and this exe utable was used to ompile the sour e. The image was also onstru ted using S heme48 [13℄. The bootstrap pro ess was insensitive to the
initial image or vm.
VLISP Virtual Ma hine Performan e In order to estimate the ef-

ien y of our interpreter program, as ompiled by the vlisp PreS heme
Front End and the Pure PreS heme ompiler, we have also ompared it
with vm, the C implementation of the algorithms.
vm was arefully optimized to ensure that it a hieved the maximum
performan e possible with the type of interpreter we implemented. For
instan e, we s rutinized the Sun 4 assembly ode produ ed by the g C
ompiler to ensure that registers were e e tively used, and that memory
referen es into arrays were optimal.
Di eren es in performan e are due to two main sour es. First, we stru tured the virtual ma hine program to fa ilitate our veri ation. In parti ular, we used abstra tions to en apsulate su essive re nement layers in the
ma hine. We also have many run-time he ks in the ode. They ensure that
the onditions for appli ation of the formally spe i ed rules are in fa t met
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as the interpreter exe utes. Se ond, g has sophisti ated optimizations, for
whi h there is nothing omparable in the Pure PreS heme ompiler.
Nevertheless, the ratio of the speed of vm to the speed of the vlisp
virtual ma hine, when run on a Sun 3, is only 3.3. On the Sun 4, it is 6.3.
The ratio is higher on the Sun 4 partly be ause g makes very good use of
the large Sun 4 register set. Also, g does instru tion s heduling to keep the
Sun 4 instru tion pipeline full when possible. Finally, some optimizations
to primitives in the PreS heme ompiler have been implemented in the Sun
3 version, but not yet in the newer Sun 4 version.
We onsider these numbers quite good, parti ularly be ause there are
several additional optimizations that ould be veri ed and implemented for
the PreS heme ompiler.
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4 Stru ture of the Veri ation
The veri ation has been stru tured into seven main parts.
 A denotational portion, whi h makes use of the denotational semanti s
of S heme, the bb and the tb to prove that the ompiler proper and
the tabulator preserve meaning. These theorems are proved in [10℄.
 A proof [7℄ that an operational semanti s for the Tabular Byte Code
is faithful to the denotational semanti s used in the previous theorem.
 An operational portion of the proof of the extended ompiler, overing the orre tness of the attener [11℄, the linker [8℄, and the image
builder [31℄.
 A su ession of proofs that ea h step in the re nement of the interpreter program is faithful to its prede essor. These proofs are all
operational in hara ter. They are presented in [30℄.
 A proof that the vlisp Front End faithfully translates vlisp PreS heme,
the implementation language of the vm, into Pure PreS heme [24℄. It
is denotational in hara ter, and is a variant of the transformational
approa h to ompilation proposed by Kelsey [14℄. However, this variant is more suited to formal veri ation be ause all the transformations take pla e within the same language, and preserve meaning with
respe t to the same semanti s.
 A denotational proof [21℄ that the rst portion of the Pure PreS heme
ompiler faithfully translates Pure PreS heme into an intermediate
language. It uses te hniques similar to those of Clinger [5℄.
 A proof [22℄ that the se ond portion of the Pure PreS heme ompiler faithfully represents the obje ts manipulated by the intermediate
language. There are two main elements to this representation: rst,
tree-like data obje ts must be laid out in a linear store; and se ond,
tagged obje ts must be implemented by untagged bit-patterns.
4.1 The Extended Compiler

The proof of orre tness of the extended ompiler is spread a ross a su ession of reports and involves many te hniques in operational and denotational
semanti s.
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4.1.1 The Byte Code Compiler

There are essentially two main theorems to be proved about the byte ode
ompiler [10, Theorems 2 and 23℄.
Theorem 2 asserts that the output of the ompiler is always synta ti ally
orre t Basi Byte Code bb , as de ned by the bnf for the language. This
is a straightforward indu tive proof. It follows the algorithmi stru ture of
the ompiler itself very losely. The proof was nevertheless very informative,
as the bnf for bb was initially wrong in several di erent ways.
Theorem 23 is a des endent of Clinger's ompiler orre tness theorem [5℄.
It establishes that the output of the ompiler is always semanti ally equivalent to its input. However, a great deal of work was needed in order to de ne
an appropriate notion semanti equivalen e, and to adapt his theorem to it.
This is be ause the oÆ ial semanti s of S heme are too general in the sense
dis ussed in Se tion 2.3.1.
4.1.2 The Tabulator

The tabulator required three main theorems. These in lude a synta ti orre tness theorem [10, Theorem 26℄ and a semanti orre tness theorem [10,
Theorem 39℄. Ea h is a straightforward indu tive proof. In addition, we
prove that the output of the tabulator has a spe ial property, namely that
it respe ts its template table [10, Theorem 36℄. The proof of orre tness for
the vlisp attener [10℄ uses the assumption that its input has this property.
4.1.3 Faithfulness of the Operational Semanti s

The remaining algorithms in the extended ompiler are proved orre t relative to a su ession of operational semanti s. If the upper levels of the
implementation are shown orre t relative to a denotational semanti s, and
the lower levels are shown orre t relative to an operational semanti s, why
should we believe that the whole implementation is orre t relative to any
single semanti s?
Sin e the transition from the denotational style to the operational style
is arried out at the level of the Tabular Byte Code (tb ) output by the
tabulator, we will dis uss the issue in those terms. The tb denotational
semanti s asso iates a fun tion with ea h program; when this fun tion is
supplied with arguments of appropriate kinds, it returns a value whi h is
onsidered the ultimate answer omputed by the program. We need not be
on erned what kind of obje t this answer a tually is.
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The operational semanti s for the tb des ribes a kind of state mahine. The states of this ma hine have omponents that are des ribed by
the synta ti terms of a parti ular language, whi h we will all the \Augmented Byte Code" ab . Some of these omponents ontain templates,
and thus involve pie es of the ode. Naturally, it is possible to apply the
denotational semanti s to these state omponents. Other state omponents
des ribe S heme obje ts, and it is also possible to extend the denotational
semanti s to apply to these expressions. Combining these various pie es,
one an de ne a map that applies to an arbitrary state des ription, and
returns a value in the denotational semanti s of the kind that serves as a
omputational answer. The map an be de ned so, in the ase of a nal
state, at whi h the state ma hine halts, the omputational answer may be
very easily read o from the state. If s is a term in the ab , we may refer
to its value under this map as D[ s℄ . We must now prove two assertions:
 For an initial state s0 , D [ s0 ℄ orresponds dire tly to the value used in
the ompiler proof in [10℄.
 D [ s℄ = D [ tr (s)℄℄, where tr is the transition fun tion of the state mahine that gives the tb operational semanti s. In proving this, we rely
on the fa t that the individual transition rules for the state ma hine
are dire tly modeled on the lauses in the denotational semanti s.
If a omputation pro eeds from initial state s0 to a nal state sf , then we
may on lude that the answer we read o from sf is identi al to the answer
predi ted in the ompiler orre tness theorem. Hen e, when the operational
semanti s determines a result, that result is identi al to the one predi ted
by the denotational semanti s.
4.1.4 The Flattener

The orre tness of the attener (linearizer) is the rst of many state ma hine
re nement proofs [11℄. The orre tness theorem [11, Theorem 11℄ on erns
a more abstra t state ma hine, whi h exe utes tb byte ode, and a more
on rete state ma hine, whi h exe utes linearized fb byte ode. It establishes that if the abstra t ma hine is started with a program t, and the
on rete ma hine is started with the result F (t) otained by exe uting the
attener on t, then the two ma hines ompute the same eventual value. This
means that if either ma hine terminates with a number in its value register,
then the other ma hine terminates with the same value in its value register.
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Otherwise neither ma hine is onsidered to have omputed a non-bottom
omputational result.
The proof follows a simpli ed version of Wand and Oliva's \storage layout relations." We de ne a relation of similarity between states of the more
abstra t state ma hine, whi h exe utes tb byte ode, and states of the
more on rete state ma hine, whi h exe utes linearized fb byte ode.
The proof then onsists of two main parts. First, we show that the
attener establishes similarity [11, Theorem 8℄. That is, if s is an initial state
of the abstra t ma hine, using the program t, and s0 is the orresponding
initial state of the more on rete ma hine, using the program F (t), then
s and s0 are similar. Se ond, we show that the omputation of the two
ma hines preserves similarity [11, Theorem 10℄. This proof required an
exhaustive examination of the behavior of the ma hines under ea h of the
byte ode rules. Sin e for terminal states similarity as de ned immediately
entails equality of omputational result, a straightforward indu tion on the
lengths of omputation histories establishes the main theorem.
4.1.5 The Linker

The orre tness of the linker [8℄ is very similar in general on eption to the
orre tness of the attener.
4.2 The Virtual Ma hine

The orre tness of the virtual ma hine is proved in [31, 30℄. It onsists of
four main proofs. The rst shows that the image builder treats the stored
program ma hine faithfully as a re nement of the linked byte ode ma hine.
The se ond shows that the mi ro oded stored program ma hine gives a
orre t sequential analysis of the stored program ma hine. In addition, the
mi ro oded stored program ma hine stores its sta k in the heap in a faithful
way. The third proof demonstrates that garbage olle tion is orre t. The
last stage shows that the nite stored program ma hine is orre t in a ertain
sense.
4.2.1 The Image Builder

The image builder proof follows the general pattern of re nement proof
established in the attener and in Wand and Oliva's work [32℄. However, it
requires an additional subtlety.
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The linked byte ode state ma hine and the stored program ma hine
use the store in essentially di erent ways. The latter uses the store to hold
several omponents of the state that are not represented in the store in
the linked byte ode state ma hine. These omponents are the program
itself, environments, and ontinuations. As a onsequen e, when two states
orrespond intuitively, the pla ements of orresponding obje ts within them
may freely di er. Thus we need to be able to state the ondition under whi h
a linked ode (abstra t) store is faithfully represented in a stored program
ma hine ( on rete) store. However, these stores may ontain ir ular data
stru tures. As a onsequen e, the orresponden e ondition for the stores
annot be de ned by an ordinary indu tive ondition. Our solution is to use
the power of the se ond order existential quanti er in stating and proving
the main theorems.
Suppose that f is a partial fun tion that maps lo ations to lo ations,
whi h means, in e e t, natural numbers to natural numbers. Let us say
that f is a store orresponden e between abstra t store s and on rete store
s0 if the following onditions are met:
1. f is inje tive where de ned, i.e. f (`) = f (`0) implies ` = `0 ; and
2. if ` is in the domain of s, and f is de ned for `, then f (`) is in the
domain of s0 .
Next, suppose that f is a store orresponden e between s and s0 , and let
= hf; s; s0 i. We may extend f by a straightforward indu tive ondition to
a relation v ' v0 between values v manipulated by the abstra t ma hine
and values v0 manipulated by the on rete ma hine. We say that ' is a
term orresponden e if f is a store orresponden e and morever:
3. if s(`) = v and s0 (f (`)) = v0 , then v ' v0 ; and
4. if [`℄ ' v0 , then f (`) is de ned, for a spe i olle tion of \ onstru tors" .
Finally, onsider an abstra t state  ontaining the store s and a on rete
state 0 ontaining the store s0 . We de ne  and 0 to be similar if there
exists a store orresponden e f between s and s0 , and ' is a term orresponden e, and moreover v ' v0 for ea h pair of orresponding register
values v in  and v0 in 0 .
The proof itself must then show how to de ne a parti ular f for initial
states of the upper and lower ma hine. Moreover, it must show how to extend a given f for any transition of the abstra t state ma hine that allo ates
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new memory. Of ourse, it must also show that the similarity is preserved
(with respe t to the same f ) for transitions that do not allo ate new storage.
4.2.2 The Mi ro oded Stored Program Ma hine

The proof that the mi ro oded stored program ma hine is a faithful re nement of the stored program ma hine involves two on eptual ingredients.
First, it must be shown that parti ular ompositions of state observers and
state modi ers a omplish the transitions of the more abstra t ma hine.
Se ond, it must also be shown that a parti ular strategy for representing
the sta k in the store is faithful. This latter ingredient ne essitates a store
orresponden e proof like the one for the image builder.
4.2.3 Garbage Colle tion

The garbage olle tion proof is again a store orresponden e proof following
the pattern of the image builder.
4.2.4 The Finite Stored Program Ma hine

A nite stored program ma hine (with any xed word size) is of ourse not
orre t in the strongest sense. It annot simulate the omputation histories
of the garbage olle ted ma hine, be ause there will always be omputations
that require more pointers than an be stored in words of the given size.
The nite ma hine is only partially orre t. That is, any omputation
history of the nite ma hine simulates a omputation history of the garbage
olle ted ma hine. Thus, if the nite ma hine returns a omputational answer, then the garbage olle ted ma hine omputes the same omputational
answer. The nite ma hine is easily shown to be orre t in this weaker sense.
4.3 The VLISP PreS heme Compiler
4.3.1 The VLISP PreS heme Front End

The Front End veri ation demonstrates that a useful olle tion of transformation rules are meaning-re ning. A rule is meaning-re ning if it does
not a e t non-bottom omputational results. More pre isely, R is meaning
re ning if for every program P , if the denotation of P is non-bottom, then
the denotation of R(P ) equals the denotation of P . The denotation of a
program is given by the semanti s in [24, Se tion 3℄.
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Under this riterion, a meaning-re ning rule an transform a program
with bottom denotation into a program whi h produ es a (non-bottom)
answer. For example, the program
(define two (+ 1 one))
(define one 1)
two

is transformed into a program whi h produ es the answer 2.
This odd behavior is tolerated so as to allow onstant propagation without performing a dependen y analysis. In the above example, 1 is substituted for the o urren e of the immutable variable one even though undened should have been substituted.
The purpose of justifying a rule is to gain on den e in the orre tness
of the ompiler. Justi ations fo us on aspe ts of rules whi h are likely to
ause problems. Indeed, several proposed rules were shown to be appli able
in ontexts whi h did not preserve the meaning of a program. These rules
were modi ed or eliminated.
Justi ations do not fo us on all aspe ts of a rule. The ompiler avoids
name on i ts by using - onverted expressions. Therefore, issues arising
from name on i ts are not addressed. A formal semanti s for ea h primitive has not been provided, therefore, the rules spe i to primitives have
not been justi ed. When the justi ation of a rule is too obvious, it has
been omitted, with the ex eption of the justi ation of the if in an if's
onsequen e rule.
The justi ation of many rules employs stru tural indu tion involving a
large number of ases. The omplete proof is only sket hed, with a detailed
analysis provided only for the most interesting ases.
The formal semanti s of vlisp PreS heme require that the order of evaluation within a all is onstant throughout a program for any given number
of arguments. Most proofs assume arguments are evaluated left-to-right,
and then the operator is evaluated. The reader will observe that the order
of evaluation is relevant only in the rotate ombinations rule.
4.3.2 The Pure PreS heme Compiler

The Pure PreS heme ompiler proof is des ribed in detail in [21, 22℄. It
involves te hniques similar to those des ribed above.
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4.4 Unveri ed Aspe ts of VLISP

There are several reasons why we do not assert that vlisp is a omplete
veri ation:
 The veri ation overs the algorithms and data stru tures used, rather
than the on rete ode. In most ases the relationship is straightforward, and indeed parti ular oding approa hes were often adopted so
that the relationship would be transparent. However, sometimes there
is an \interesting" gap between the form of the spe i ation and that
of the ode. See Se tion 2.1.1 for a more detailed dis ussion.
 The vlisp implementation provides all the standard pro edures stipulated in the S heme language de nition. However, be ause no formal
spe i ation has been provided for these user-level pro edures, we have
not had anything to verify these pro edures against.
To mitigate this obje tion, we note that all sour e ode is provided to
the user. The majority of the standard pro edures are oded in S heme
itself, and an be repla ed with any variants the user onsiders more
trustworthy.
 The S heme language stipulates that some derived synta ti forms
should be provided. However, there is no formal a ount of the expansion pro ess.
A user suspi ious of these expansions an write programs dire tly in
the primitive S heme syntax. This is still a high level programming
language by any standard.
 In some areas, su h as the vlisp Pre-S heme Front End [24℄, or the
Clinger-style ([5℄) proof in [10, Se tion 4.2.2℄, only ase that appeared
to us to be \representative" or \interesting" have been sele ted for
detailed proof.
 Proofs have not been he ked using a me hani al theorem prover.
 Oliva and Wand's veri ation of the Pure PreS heme ompiler [21, 22℄
does not over all of the steps to a on rete assembly language.
In parti ular, some of the atomi instru tions of the veri ed output orrespond to several instru tions in m 68020 assembly language. Moreover, onditionals in the ode are represented in a tree-stru tured form.
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Unveri ed lters urrently translate this output to m 68020 or spar
assembly language.
To provide a rigorous veri ation of this last stage would require two
main ingredients. First, the linearization of the ode, using jump and
onditional jump instru tions, and taking numeri al operands, must be
proved. Se ond, a rigorous model of the parti ular assembly language
would be needed, to prove that the atomi instru tions are faithfully
represented. The m 68020 model of Boyer and Yu [3℄ might serve as a
starting point for this.
There are no plans to arry out the se ond stage. However, Oliva and
Wand are now developing te hniques for giving proofs of linearization
at the assembly ode level. When these te hniques have been re ned,
they will be applied to the linearization pro edure used in the Pure
PreS heme ompiler.4 This sort of proof is known to be feasible, as
a proof of linearization for a somewhat di erent language has been
arried out under the vlisp e ort in [11℄. Related te hniques were
developed in [32℄.
Although we think it is important to make the limits of our work lear, we
still think that it ompares very favorably with other resear h in terms of
rigor, larity, and ambitiousness.

4

We anti ipate that the proof of orre tness of the Pure PreS heme linearization will
be presented as a portion of Oliva's Ph.D. thesis, or as a separate Northeastern University
Te hni al Report.
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5 Con lusion
We believe that vlisp has demonstrated that omprehensive veri ation of
a programming language implementation is feasible.
5.1 Dire tions For Future Work

We will des ribe three kinds of potential future work. The rst onsists of a
group of e orts that would supplement the urrent vlisp veri ation. The
se ond onsists in developing a omprehensively veri ed ompiler, in pla e
of the vlisp implementation, whi h is a mixed ompiler/interpreter design.
The third onsists of a number of potential veri ations in whi h only ertain
riti al portions of a language implementation would be rigorously veri ed.
Naturally, there are also a number of natural appli ations areas for vlisp
S heme and for vlisp PreS heme, but we will not des ribe them here.
5.1.1 Supplementary Work

Although we believe that the vlisp veri ation provides a very high degree
of assuran e of orre tness, there are a number of supplementary a tivities
that ould be undertaken:
Extend the PreS heme Compiler Proof The urrent Pure PreS heme
ompiler arries its proof down only to an abstra t, tree-stru tured
assembly language [22℄. Some of its instru tions orrespond to short
sequen es of instru tions in an assembly language for a pu su h as
the m 68020 or the spar .
Linearization The main di eren e between the output of the veri ed
portion of the Pure PreS heme ompiler and a on rete assembly language is that the former has not been linearized. However,
the linearization algorithm used in the ompiler has been arefully
s rutinized. The gap in the proof will be lled by our ollaborators at Northeastern University. A rigorously proved linearization
algorithm for the Pure PreS heme will appear either as a Northeastern University te hni al report or as a portion of Dino Oliva's
Ph.D. thesis.
Formally Model a Con rete Assembler Work has been done on
formally modeling the semanti s of m 68020 ma hine language [3℄.
This work ould be made to serve as the basis for a proof that
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a translation from the abstra t assembly language to a on rete
one was faithful to a formal semanti s of the latter.
Optimize the Virtual Ma hine The vlisp virtual ma hine ould be optimized in a number of ways to improve its exe ution speed. Two
examples are:
In orporate Additional Byte Code Instru tions Speed ould be
improved by in orporating additional instru tions to a hieve the
e e t of a ommon sequen e of separate instru tions, or to a hieve
the e e t of a ommon instru tion with a parti ularly ommon
operand. For instan e, S heme48 [13℄ has spe ial instru tions to
fet h the value of a lo al variable in the nearest environment rib,
or in the nearest rib but one. It would be straightforward to verify a peephole optimizer on the byte ode to repla e the urrently
generated instru tions with the new ones. This would be most
onveniently done at the Tabular Byte Code level [11℄.
Sta k-Like Treatment of Continuations We re ently devised a way
of storing the ontinuation re ords within the heap, but in an almost sta k-like way. As a onsequen e, when a pro edure returns,
the virtual ma hine an simply pop the old ontinuation. A prototype indi ates that this approa h saves very substantially on
the number of garbage olle tions. Fir instan e, using our byte
ode ompiler ( ompiling itself) as a ben hmark, we found that
two thirds of the garbage olle tions ould be eliminated.
To verify this optimization is not trivial. Nevertheless, it is lear
how to approa h the task using the urrent operational semanti s.
The natural level to arry out this veri ation is immediately
below the level of garbage olle tion [30℄.
Me hanize Some Proofs The proofs given in this proje t are rigorous,
but they have not been he ked using a me hani al theorem prover
su h as mitre's Intera tive Mathemati al Proof System imps [9℄. A
modest amount of e ort was invested early in 1992 to see what would
be required to use imps to formalize some of our proofs. Mu h of the
reasoning would t very ni ely within the approa h that imps supports.
However, some additional fun tionality would be alled for so that the
many abstra t syntaxes and state ma hines used in the vlisp proofs
ould be e e tively presented to the prover. We now have a good grasp
on how to supply the needed fun tionality.
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5.1.2 Fully Compiled Implementation

The obvious way to get mu h better performan e than a byte- oded implementation like vlisp an o er is to repla e it with a real ompiler from
S heme to assembly ode. We have done some preliminary work in this
dire tion.
The most natural approa h would involve three stages. In the rst
stage, Kelsey's transformational method [14℄ would be used to transform
the S heme sour e program. These transformations would fo us on introdu ing expli it me hanisms to handle referen es to lexi al variables in the
sour e program and also to handle pro edure alls not in tail re ursive position. As in our proofs about the vlisp PreS heme Front End [24℄, we
would want to prove that these transformations preserve the semanti s of
the sour e program.5 The output of this pro ess would be a S heme program in a spe ial form. Referen es to lexi al variables in programs in this
form have been repla ed by a esses to an environment data stru ture.
In the se ond stage, a syntax-dire ted ompiler like our byte ode ompiler would be used to translate S heme programs in the spe ial form to
PreS heme programs. They would be linked with a set of run-time routines
for allo ation and garbage olle tion like those veri ed in the vlisp virtual
ma hine. Finally, the resulting PreS heme ode would be ompiled to assembly language. A PreS heme ompilation strategy that might supplant
Northeastern's approa h [21, 22℄ is do umented in [24, Appendix B℄.
In retrospe t, the vlisp strategy of verifying a byte ode interpreter
(written in PreS heme) against the S heme semanti s, and separately verifying a PreS heme ompiler, has had some drawba ks. The two veri ation
groups (at MITRE and Northeastern) wound up fa ing some of the same
problems, and often wound up using similar solutions. However, we would
not then have had a lean, well worked out prior implementation to serve as
a model, in the way that S heme48 served as a model for the byte- ompiled
implementation. Although dire t ompilation might have required more
\engineering imagination" and \engineering management" than we ould
have mustered at the beginning of the proje t, it now seems, by ontrast,
quite feasible.
5

The S heme semanti s treatment of pro edure obje ts as tagged by store lo ations
would ompli ate these proofs. An alternative treatment might have to be introdu ed.
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5.1.3 Verifying Criti al Portions of a Compiler

As we mentioned in the Introdu tion, an alternative approa h is not to
verify a full implementation, but simply to verify the parts that are most
suspe t in it. For instan e, the implementation for a programming language
may do interesting transformations and optimizations before generating a
C program; the ompiler ba k end is then simply a C ompiler. In the ase
of an implementation of this type, the main bene t of formal methods may
be a hieved if the original pre-C transformations are veri ed. The ba k end
may be onsidered suÆ iently reliable on empiri al grounds.
Some approa hes to parallel programming would be good andidates
for this sort of treatment. Sisal [4℄ is an impli itly parallel programming
language; the programmer writes his algorithm in an essentially appli ative
form. The Sisal ompiler then performs many optimizations, and introdu es
an expli itly parallel exe ution model. The nal result is C with expli it parallel onstru ts for parti ular multipro essors. Performan e of the resulting
ode is very good. A very natural appli ation of formal methods would be
to provide high assuran e that the optimizations and expli it parallelization
introdu ed by the Sisal ompiler were faithful to a formal semanti s for the
language. As Sisal does not urrently have a formal semanti s, this would
have to be developed as part of the task.
5.2 The Main Lessons

We would like to emphasize six lessons from our dis ussion.
Algorithm-Level Veri ation Algorithms form a suitable level for rigorous veri ation (see Se tion 2.1). In parti ular, they are on rete
enough to ensure that the veri ation will ex lude the main sour es of
error, while being abstra t enough to allow requirements to be stated
in an understandable way. In addition, rigorous reasoning is fairly
tra table. We onsider the de ision to fo us on algorithm-level veri ation as ru ial to our having been able to verify a system as omplex
as the vlisp implementation.
Prototype but Verify Interleaving the development of prototypes with
veri ation of the algorithms is highly e e tive (see Se tion 2.2). The
two a tivities provide di erent types of information, and together they
yield e e tive and reliable results.
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Choi e of Semanti Style There are di erent areas where denotational

and operational styles of semanti s are appropriate (see Se tion 2.3).
The two methods an be ombined in a single rigorous development
using (for instan e) the methods of [7℄.
Requirements at Several Levels Some system-level requirements annot be stated at the level of abstra tion appropriate for others (see
Se tion 2.3.2). For instan e, we do not know how to give a satisfa tory spe i ation of input-output behavior in the top-level S heme
denotational semanti s. It is more natural to represent lower down, in
an operational framework.
Small Re nement Steps The vlisp proofs separate out a very large number of independent re nement steps (see Se tions 4.1.4{4.2.4). In our
experien e, this was ru ial in order to get the insight into the reasons
for orre tness. That insight is in turn a stri t prerequisite for rigorous
veri ation.
Finiteness Introdu ed Late In our ase it was ru ial to model the fa t
that the nal on rete omputer has nite word size, and an thus
address only a nite amount of virtual memory. However, this property
is ertainly not a urately expressible at the level of the denotational
semanti s (see Se tion 2.3.1). Moreover, it ompli ates many sorts of
reasoning. We bene ted from delaying this issue until the very last
stage, so that all of our proofs (ex ept the last) ould use the simpler
abstra tion.
We believe that these elements have allowed us to arry out a parti ularly
substantial rigorous veri ation.
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